Responsible leadership of the oil and gas industry in Latin America and the Caribbean

April 15-17, 2020
Convention Center, Westin Hotel | Lima, Perú

Register before FEB 20 2020 and save 25%

If you register 5 participants of the same company/organization before 02/20/2020, registration of 1 participant will be free of charge.

* Both promotions are added.
In 2020, ARPEL will organize the sixth edition of its **Oil & Gas Conference**, which will be held April 15-17 in Lima, Peru. The **Oil and Gas Conference ARPEL 2020** is the main regional forum for the leaders of the energy sector, and will bring together executives and experts of operating and supplying companies in the sector, recognized speakers and distinguished government authorities, who will provide their vision on the present and future of a thriving industry that is key to the growth of the region.

**Forum of Opportunities in the Upstream Sector**

The “**Forum of Opportunities in the Upstream Sector**,” a space devoted to the promotion of investment opportunities in E&P in the region, will be held on the first day. This forum is attended by state entities responsible for the regulation, promotion, and bidding and contracts in the oil and gas sector.

**Program with keynote addresses, plenary sessions and technical workshops**

The **Conference ARPEL 2020** will feature a comprehensive agenda covering the following issues:

- Upstream investment opportunities
- International conjuncture, geopolitics and market perspectives
- Expansion of Natural Gas
- Innovation, digitalization and cybersecurity
- Investments and disinvestments in downstream infrastructure in the new energy scenario in the Region
- Energy transitions - Scenarios for the oil and gas industry in the Region
- Climate change and the oil and gas industry: policies, technology and financing
- Corporate sustainability: the importance of good operational and management practices
- Urban mobility and smart cities
Business networking and exchange of the latest developments in operation and management

In addition to gaining a complete picture of the industry at present and of possible future scenarios, this Conference provides an opportunity to interact in one place only with professionals and executives linked to the sector and also to identify business opportunities throughout the value chain.

Who should participate?

• Executives and experts of operating companies and technology, goods and service providers.
• Representatives from governments, financial institutions, international organizations, chamber and national institutes, consulting firms and universities, among others.

Wide media coverage

In each edition, the ARPEL Conference arouses the interest of the leading specialized media, local press and news agencies in the world.

Why sponsor?

We have a variety of sponsorship packages to cover a broad range of interests. By becoming a conference sponsor, your company will:

• Strengthen and increase your brand presence before a select audience.
• Network with top executives and professional experts of the leading companies in the region.
• Network with potential new customers.

Contact us:

For sponsorships:
Irene Alfaro
Hernán Vázquez
sponsorsconferencia2020@arpel.org.uy
(+598) 2623 6993

Verónica Ferreira
vferreira@arpel.org.uy
(+598) 2623 6993, extension 123

Gabriela Pritsch
gpritsch@arpel.org.uy
(+598) 2623 6993, extension 141

For inquiries about media agreements and accreditations:
María Eugenia Guzmán
meguzman@arpel.org.uy
(+598) 2623 6993, extension 135

BOOK NOW TO SECURE YOUR BOOTH

For information on costs of exhibition space and booth booking:
The Regional Association of Oil, Gas and Biofuels Sector Companies in Latin America and the Caribbean (ARPEL) is a non-profit organization founded in 1965 as a vehicle for cooperation and mutual assistance among companies in the sector. Its primary purpose is to contribute actively to integration, the exchange of knowledge among its members, and the development and implementation of best practices and solutions that ensure continuous improvement in the operational, environmental, social and economic performance of the sector, thus promoting the sustainable energy development in the region.

Its membership currently represents a high percentage of the upstream and downstream activities in Latin America and the Caribbean and includes national and international operating companies, providers of technology, goods and services for the value chain, and national and international sector institutions.

www.arpel.org

+ INFO

infoconf@arpel.org.uy
(+598) 2623 6993
www.conferenciaarpel.org